Abstract-Immersive and interactive Massive Multiuser Virtual Environments currently attract a lot of attention. Going beyond the hype, one discovers interesting concepts and opportunities for a supposed future Web which is commonly called the 3D Web. The global provision of such a vision is much more than just another evolutionary step in content visualization, rather severe technical challenges need to be addressed by the future Internet infrastructure and protocols. Existing commercial approaches feature only limited scalability due to mostly relying on centralized solutions. With global-scale scenarios like a 3D Web in mind, the application of distributed and decentralized techniques becomes indispensable. In [12] we have introduced the concept of a scale-free and self-organized overlay network for the interconnection of machines that build the backbone of a globalscale online environment. This paper presents a detailed analysis and evaluation of this overlay network based on simulation results. The paper shows the feasibility of the concept for selforganized and decentralized load balancing in highly dynamic environments like virtual online worlds. Moreover the scalefreedom of the network's link structure is shown, which makes it usable for the intended global-scale scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION Massive Multiuser Virtual Environments (MMVEs) like
Second Life or World Of Warcraft currently attract a lot of attention. Especially the idea of a 3D Web as global-scale combination of MMVEs and today's Web is very popular as it provides a variety of interesting opportunities and is often seen as the future of the Internet. Envisioning a fusion of today's Web content and avatar-based interaction, a user moves an avatar through a 3D online world in order to meet friends, undertake a sightseeing tour, shop and so forth. Provided on a global scale and in combination with the expected advances in human interface technologies, such a 3D Web enables also virtual mass events and immersive interaction. While the opportunities of such a scenario are alluring, its realization poses severe technical challenges to the underlying Internet infrastructure. The central question is how scalability and interactivity in a single instance of a MMVE can be reached in a way that guarantees high responsiveness to all users.
Due to the difficulty and actuality of the problem, a lot of research is currently conducted in this field. Although decentralized approaches clearly offer many advantages for such a scenario, current commercial precursors of a 3D Web for the most part rely on centralized client/server solutions. In order to solve the scalability issue, separate world instances are provided, each supporting at most a few thousand users. Despite centralized architectures facilitating manageability and controllability for their providers, it is still commonly recognized though, that a global-scale 3D online world can only be provided in a decentralized, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) fashion. Moreover a federated infrastructure is mandatory in order to retain scalability, fault-tolerance and freedom of the Internet. In [8] we have presented a two-tier P2P architecture incorporating a highly structured overlay of reliable server machines (so-called Public Servers) and a loosely structured overlay of user clients as basic infrastructure for an open and federated 3D Web. In this architecture, the federation of reliable server machines builds the backbone of the 3D Web and is responsible for reliable data hosting and indexing as well as client management. These servers need to collaborate closely in order to provide a single instance of a continuous and persistent virtual environment at a massive scale. For the interconnection of the Public Servers, we have presented an overlay network, allowing for the particular properties of MMVEs, like high avatar dynamics and non uniform load distribution in [12] . This overlay utilizes the expected scale-free distribution of Public Server capacities to form a network, that emerges into a scale-free state with a power-law degree distribution in a self-organized fashion. By this means, the overlay benefits form the particular advantages of scale-free networks like short average path length and robustness. Moreover the non uniform and fluctuating load distribution in online environments is balanced in a selforganized fashion by the Public Servers. This paper presents a detailed evaluation and analysis of this network overlay, based on simulation results. After briefly introducing both the general HyperVerse infrastructure as well as the scale-free and self-organized overlay in Section II, Section III presents the analysis of all aspects of the backbone overlay. Related work is presented in Section IV and the paper concludes with a discussion of our main contributions and open issues in Section V.
II. MMVE INFRASTRUCTURE
This section at first describes the HyperVerse architecture, a general infrastructure concept for virtual online worlds, which has been presented in [7] . Based on this concept in [12] a scale-free and self-organized network overlay has been proposed as backbone infrastructure for MMVEs. The two integral parts of the overlay are a self-organized load balancing scheme as well as an algorithm for the decentralized construction of a scale-free link structure interconnecting the network nodes. Section II-A briefly describes the basic two-tier infrastructure. Afterwards Section II-B depicts the concept of the self-organized load balancing while Section II-C presents the decentralized construction of a scale-free link structure.
A. Two-tier architecture
The HyperVerse infrastructure relies on a two-tier P2P architecture incorporating two network overlays: one loosely structured and the other structured. A detailed description of this infrastructure has been presented in [8] . Figure 1 depicts the basic architecture, where the structured backbone overlay of server machines (so-called Public Servers) is responsible for the reliable hosting of the virtual world, while the loosely structured overlay of user clients is primarily utilized for data distribution. The Public Servers are machines that resemble today's Web Servers, and they are not required to be under control of any centralized authority. Similarly, for their provision we rely on the incentive of being able to publish information in the 3D Web. For this reason, someone who wants to publish information in the 3D Web has to either run or have access to a Public Server that hosts this data. The federation of these Public Servers then forms the actual backbone of the infrastructure. The Public Servers are interconnected by the self-organized and scale-free overlay network that will be presented in the subsequent sections. The main tasks of the backbone overlay are indexing of the 3D objects in the virtual world, tracking of avatar positions as well as interconnecting avatars in virtual proximity to allow interaction. Due to the ever increasing client bandwidth it is mandatory to utilize the client resources as well. For this reason the clients are interconnected by a loosely structured P2P overlay that is used for torrent-based data distribution.
B. Self-organized Load Balancing
The task of the backbone service constituted by the Public Serves is indexing of world objects as well as interconnecting clients in virtual proximity in order to allow interaction and mutual rendering. For this purpose the world surface is subdivided into small cells, each cell managed by one Public Server. For subdividing the plane we are using a Voronoi diagram. To define the Voronoi diagram, a virtual position on the world surface is assigned to each Public Server. In the resulting Voronoi decomposition each Public Server manages the Voronoi cell surrounding its virtual position. In order to handle load imbalances occurring in virtual worlds, the load of the Voronoi cell a Public Server is hosting needs to correspond to its capacities. This means hotspots with many clients and 3D objects need to be managed by machines with high capacities, while less crowded areas have to be handled by less powerful machines. In order to be able to adapt the overlay to dynamic load shifts in the online world, the virtual positions are not fixed. Rather, the servers modify their position according to the load induced by the users of the online world. The virtual positions are managed in a self-organized fashion, based on a set of rules applied by each server. For the application of these rules a mass is assigned to each object or avatar, its mass reflecting the load it induces on the server backbone.
A Public Server then is able to calculate the absolute mass of the objects in its cell as well as the center of mass. Depending on its bandwidth and computational power, a maximum payload p (indicating the mass it can handle) is assigned to each Public Server. Based on information about the masses and payloads of its immediate neighbors each Public Server is able to apply a set of rules adjusting the own position. The aggregated behavior of all Public Servers then yields the decentralized distribution of the world surface according to the Public Server's capacities in a self-organized fashion. For detailed information about these rules we refer to [12] .
C. Scale-free Link Structure
In addition to the distribution of the world surface, it is important how the Public Servers are linked together. In first place all nodes have links to the nodes managing the bordering Voronoi cells. Additionally, links to other nodes in the network are established in order to get a scale-free degree distribution and to allow fast routing to all positions in the virtual world. The aim is to construct a scale-free link structure in order to benefit from the particular advantages of this network type like short average path length, resilience against random node failure and small diameter. Scale-free networks are defined as networks with a power-law node degree distribution where the power-law exponent is in the range of two and three. These kind of networks have many advantageous properties like fault tolerance and short path length, moreover for many naturally occurring networks (e.g. World Wide Web [1] , metabolic network [19] , protein interaction network [18] ) a scale-free node degree distribution has been shown. To get a network, that emerges into a scale-free state links are established by a preferential attachment scheme, based on bandwidth and computational power.
For the decentralized construction of the scale-free overlay we proposed a preferential attachment scheme similar to the Barábasi/Albert model [4] . In order to adopt the preferential attachment scheme to our scenario the way preferential attachment evolves in networks like the Web needs to be considered. In the WWW one can assert that the number of links to popular Web sites increases faster due to their high profile. At the same time, the providers take care for allocating sufficient server capacities. That means, the scale-free link structure and the existence of hubs with sufficient capacities emerges in a selforganizing manner from the different popularity of Web sites. Transferring this observation to our scenario of a virtual online environment, it means, that Public Servers hosting very popular world objects automatically exhibit higher capacities, since this is automatically ensured by the object providers. Since the scale-free capacity distribution thus emerges automatically, we just have to construct the link structure accordingly. For this reason, we establish links to Public Servers with high capacities, with a higher probability. Hence a new node is connected to an existing node i with probability Π depending on the payload p i of i and the maximum payload in the network p max :
Based on this probability distribution a joining node establishes M (M > 0; M is a fixed parameter of the algorithm) links to existing nodes by choosing a random position in the virtual world and connecting to the node I hosting this position. Thereupon the new node selects M neighbors from the two-hop neighbors of I according to the probability distribution. The maximum payload in the network can efficiently be aggregated using a epidemic aggregation scheme [17] . For more detailed information about the algorithm we again refer to [12] .
III. EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the scheme described in the previous section, the algorithm has been simulated using the network overlay simulator TopGen [31] . The results will be presented in the following sections. At first Section III-A evaluates the self-organized load balancing scheme. Subsequently Section III-B presents the evaluation of the algorithm for the decentralized construction of a scale-free link structure.
A. Load Balancing
The self-organized plane partitioning scheme described above is used to distribute the load induced by user clients and world objects uniformly among the Public Servers. For the usability of the load-balancing scheme the following points are important:
• The entire load induced by clients and objects needs to be distributed in a way that preferably no Public Server is overload and the global load can be handled.
• The payload of a Public Server needs to correspond to the load density in its Voronoi cell. This means, hotspots need to be hosted by high payload servers while regions with lower density have to be hosted by servers with lower payload. This is important, because if nodes with low payload host regions with a high mass density, the cells become very small which leads to a high overhead since clients often cross cell borders.
• Due to the high dynamic and unforeseeable behavior of the clients it is hard to reach, that nodes are never overloaded once a certain overall network load is reached. For this reason it is important that overloaded nodes are quickly unloaded by the neighbors in order to terminate the overload situation.
To analyze the proposed load balancing scheme with respect to these three criteria, the algorithm has been simulated. Before presenting the simulation results, we will briefly describe the simulation settings. Initially a set of 100 Public Servers has randomly been placed on a plane with a size of 800·600 units. To each Public Server a certain payload has been assigned according to a scale-free distribution with power-law exponent 2.1. Additionally a number of world objects and user clients have been added. Each of these entities induces a load corresponding to their movement speed. Because faster moving objects induce a higher load on the backbone overlay. The number of world entities depends on the requested utilization of the overall available Public Server payload. In the course of the simulation, the world entities move according to a random waypoint model. In order to simulate the hotspots occurring in virtual online worlds, certain spots are selected with a higher probability as waypoints. The Public Servers act according to the algorithm described in Section II-B in order to balance their load and to handle dynamic load shifts by adjusting their virtual position. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the visualization of the simulation. Here one can assert a cumulation of Public Servers at the hotspots. Using these settings the simulations and measurements, discussed in the following, have been performed. 1) Load Balancing: At first the performance of the algorithm under different network loads has been studied. For this purpose, the algorithm was simulated with overall world entity masses of 40, 60 and 80 percent of the available payload. In the course of these simulations, the ratio of overloaded nodes as well as the ratio of the overload mass, which is the overall amount of masses exceeding the overloaded node's payload, has been measured. In order to classify these results, the same data has also been captured for a scheme that distributes the world surface uniformly and statically among the Public Servers. The results of this simulations are shown in Figure  3 and 4. Considering the ratio of overloaded nodes one can assess that in any case the self-organized scheme performs better than an uniform distribution. Aside from a small organization period at the beginning the overload ratio is more or less constant during the whole simulation time. It stands out, that the overload ratio in the beginning of the simulations is considerably higher. This can be explained by the fact that the Public Servers are initially placed randomly. For this reason it takes some time till the servers have organized and the load is balanced. With 40 percent payload utilization almost no overloaded nodes occur. The rare overloaded nodes still occurring can be explained by the high dynamic of the user clients. Even with 60 percent payload utilization the amount of overloaded nodes is quite low between one and three percent. Only with a load of 80 percent, higher overload ratios between 10 and 15 percent occur. Due to the high dynamic induced by constant and unpredictable movement of the user clients overload situations are hard to avoid. But, as the analysis of the average overload periods will show, the overlay reacts quite fast on such overload situations and unloads the overloaded nodes. Moreover the overload reduction compared to an uniform and static distribution of the word surface is considerable. Our scheme could be improved by utilizing a prediction of the future client movements. This would allow a proactive handling of overload situations which could reduce the overload periods or even avoid them. Figure 4 shows the ratio of overload masses. Here similar results can be found, while the difference between the two compared schemes is yet bigger. Moreover the overload ratio using our self-organized scheme is very low, with under 3 percent even with 80 percent payload utilization. Overall Load: 40% 0 1 000 2 000 3 000 4 000 5 000 6 000 7 000
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2) Hotspot Accuracy: In order to verify the second requirement it has been measured how accurate the high payload servers are placed. For this purpose the upper ten percent of servers in regard to payload have been considered. Figure 5 depicts the ratio of these nodes hosting the cells with the fifteen percent highest cell masses. This measurement has also been done for overall network loads of 40, 60 and 80 percent. Aside from the organization period in the beginning, 
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Step Fig. 4 . Overload Mass Ratio for Networks With 40%, 60% and 80% Payload Utilization.
the hotspot accuracy is quite good and becomes better with increasing network load. While the accuracy is between 70 and 80 percent for 40 percent network utilization it rises to 90−100 percent for 60 and 80 percent network load. Moreover the accuracy is relatively constant during the whole simulation time. This shows that the algorithm reaches a good assignment of nodes with a high payload to the hotspot regions, which is an important criterion for the usability of the scheme. 3) Overload Duration: Above it has been shown that overloaded nodes cannot totally be avoided, especially in the presence of high network loads. This can be explained by the high client dynamic. In order to show, that the proposed algorithm is able to react quickly if a node becomes overloaded, the average overload period has been measured. The results are shown in Figure 6 which depicts the average duration of a overload situation for the different network loads and for the self-organized scheme as well as for the uniform distribution. For all network loads, the average overload period is low using the self-organized scheme and is actually decreasing after the organization period in the beginning. For the uniform distribution overload periods last considerably longer and do not decrease. Duration in Steps
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Unified scheme, 80% This section presented the analysis of the self-organized load balancing scheme which is used to distribute the world surface corresponding to the given payload distribution of the Public Servers. The evaluation has shown that the algorithm can fulfill the three main requirements stated at the beginning of this section quite good. This illustrates the usability of the approach for load distribution in a dynamic MMVE scenario.
B. Link Structure
The purpose of the algorithm described in Section II-C is the decentralized construction of a scale-free link structure. This scheme has also been analyzed by TopGen simulations. The particular aim of this evaluation was to show that the algorithm indeed constructs a scale-free overlay network with a power-law node degree distribution. Additionally, important properties of the resulting graph like the clustering coefficient, the diameter, the average shortest path length and the correlation have been measured. Two different situations have been simulated and analyzed: (a) the network construction and (b) the behavior of the network under churn. The results will be presented in the subsequent sections. 1) Construction: For the evaluation of the network construction scheme, networks with 10000 nodes have been generated and analyzed. Since the power-law exponent of the payload distribution affects the resulting network, simulations with the three different exponents 2.1, 2.4, and 2.7 have been performed. These exponents have been chosen, since analyses have detected these exponents in important computer networks and since it is expected that a future 3D Web exhibits similar statistical properties. For the WWW an indegree power-law exponent of 2.1 [24] has been shown, while the outdegree exponent is 2.4 [9] . In addition it has been measured that the degree (in-and outdegree) of the Internet router network is 2.7 [14] . Another important parameter of the algorithm is the number of links (M ), assigned to each node when joining the network. To analyze the effect of this parameter simulations with M -values of 10, 20 and 30 have been executed. Figure 7 shows the node degree distribution for networks generated with the given power-law exponents and M -values on a double logarithmic scale. For each exponent, networks with 5000 to 10000 nodes are depicted. The monotonic decrease of the curves shows the power-law degree distribution. Note, that the noise at the tail of the distribution is common in empirical data. In order to show the scale-freedom of the networks a maximum likelihood power-law fit, as described in [11] has been made. The results for networks with 1000 to 10000 nodes are depicted in Figure 8 . One notices, that the power-law exponent is between 2 and 3 for M = 10 at each network size, proving the scale-free property of the network. For M = 20 and M = 30 the power-law exponent increases and actually temporarily exceeds the upper bound of 3. This shows, that M is a critical parameter of the algorithm. The increased power-law exponent can be explained by the fact that more links get assigned to each node, which leads to more nodes with a high degree. This shows, that the construction of a scale-free network can efficiently be done by drawing just a small number of edges per node.
Additionally some other network properties like the clustering coefficient, the average shortest path length as well as the diameter have been measured. Figures 9, 10 and 11 show these results for networks generated with different payload distribution exponents and network sizes between 1000 and 10000 nodes. The clustering coefficient and the average shortest path length of the scale-free network are compared to random graphs with the same number of nodes and edges. This comparison shows the small-world property of the generated networks, because according to [35] a graph is a small-world graph if (a) the graph has a small characteristic path length similar to a random graph and (b) the clustering coefficient is considerably higher than for a random graph with the same number of vertices and edges. Additionally Figure 11 shows the small diameter of the network for each configuration.
For the characterization of complex networks, the degreedegree correlation is an important property that is well studied. This property indicates the average degree of the neighbors of a given node. With P (k |k) being the probability that a node with degree k is connected to a node with degree k the average degree of the nearest neighbors (nn) of a vertex with degree k is defined as [28] :
According to [27] a network is correlated if the function k nn (k) is increasing or decreasing and uncorrelated if the average neighbor degree is independent of k. As it has been shown in [27] many real world networks like the Internet exhibit correlations. In addition [21] investigates growing networks and asserts the inevitable presents of correlations in this kind of networks. For this reason, it is not surprising, Node Degree Distribution on a Double Logarithmic Scale for Networks With 5000 and 10000 Nodes. that the network generated by our approach exhibits degreedegree correlations as well. This can be seen by the monotonic decreasing curve of the functionk nn (k) depicted in Figure 12 which is typical for a disassortative mixing according to [27] . If a uncorrelated overlay network is desired, we propose to Clustering Coefficient Fig. 9 . Clustering Coefficient for the Scale-Free Graphs and for Random Graphs With the Same Number of Nodes and Links utilize the rewiring scheme described in [25] to eliminate the correlation by a so-called link randomization scheme. This algorithm induces just a constant overhead by periodically swapping links between random nodes. This way, the degree of each node remains unmodified and the scale-free node degree distribution is preserved while eliminating the correlation. The analysis of the network construction process has shown, that the algorithm is able to construct an overlay network with a scale-free node degree distribution. It has also been shown that the network is a small-world network having a small characteristic path length and a high clustering coefficient. This shows the usability of the overlay network in our scenario, since it allows fast routing and node lookup. In addition, correlations, being typical for growing networks, have been asserted. In the next section the behavior of the overlay under churn will be analyzed.
2) Churn: As shown above, the proposed algorithm generates scale-free small-world networks. In order to show, that these properties remain if nodes join and leave the network we analyzed the behavior of the overlay under churn. For this purpose, we constructed overlay networks with 5000 nodes, simulated 500 steps and measured the same data as above. In each step a random number of nodes joined and left the network. These simulations have been conducted with M = 10 (Because it has been shown above that this is a promising in Figure 13 shows that the scale-freedom of the overlay remains under churn. This can also be noticed for the smallworld property as the development of the clustering coefficient ( Figure 14 ) and the average shortest path length ( Figure 15) shows. Moreover the diameter of the network stays small as depicted in Figure 16 . Figure 17 depicts the average neighbor degree for a network with 5000 nodes and M = 10 after 500 churn steps and shows that the degree-degree correlation remains under churn.
If nodes leave a network it is possible that the network falls apart in isolated partitions and the network becomes unconnected. This cannot happen in our overlay since each node is connected to all its Voronoi neighbors and hence the connectedness of the network is always guaranteed.
The churn simulations have shown that the advantageous properties of the overlay remain under churn which is important for the highly dynamic MMVE setting. IV. RELATED WORK This section presents work and approaches related to the topic of this paper. At first several other P2P-based approaches for virtual online worlds will be discussed before presenting related approaches for the construction of scale-free networks.
The impracticality of centralized approaches for the provision of a global-scale 3D Web scenario is well recognized. Hence several P2P-based approaches for Massive Multiuser Virtual Environments exist. Since most of them rely on a pure P2P scheme without a backbone infrastructure, the avatar tracking in this systems is implicitly handled in a pure P2P fashion. This contrasts to our HyperVerse approach, where we propose the utilization of a federated backbone service in order to guarantee the reliable and persistent provision of the online environment.
A well-known approach in this field is the Solipsis project [20] , providing a virtual online world in a pure P2P fashion. Solipsis performs node discovery by mutual neighbor notification. Here the current neighbors of each node act as watchmen which interconnect the node to new nodes moving into its Area of Interest. This scheme does only work if a node resides inside of the convex hull formed by its neighbors, hence neighbor discovery can not be guaranteed, especially in a highly dynamic scenario with high churn rates. FLoD [16] provides a framework for pure P2P-based 3D scene streaming that is build upon VON [15] , a Voronoi-based P2P overlay network distributing the virtual world among peers and relying on mutual notification for neighbor discovery. Since leaving nodes may result in extensive reorganizations of the Voronoi overlay, this approach is also vulnerable to high churn rates of the clients. An approach similar to VON is QuON [3] , but instead of using a Voronoi decomposition of the virtual world surface, QuON uses local point quadtrees for this purpose. In [30] , an architecture similar to FLoD is described that uses super peers, so-called connectivity peers, to interconnect the peers. In [33] a highly-structured user client overlay is proposed in order to form a P2P virtual environment. Here a quadtree in combination with a Chord [32] overlay is applied. A hybrid approach combining a structured Pastry [29] overlay with unstructured P2P message exchange among immediate neighbors has been made by MOPAR [36] . This approach divides the world surface into hexagonal cells of fixed size, each managed by a master node inside the cell. The Badumna [23] middleware incorporates three different protocols, utilized in different situations depending on the network load in order to realize a scalable MMVE network infrastructure that can dynamically be adapted to the current load.
Currently a lot of research work is done in the field of scalefree networks. This is on the one hand due to the advantageous properties of this kind of networks in terms of reliability, resilience and short path length. On the other hand for many large networks it has been shown that they exhibit a scale-free degree distribution. Be it constructed networks like the World Wide Web [1] and the Internet [13] , social networks like the graph of scientific collaborations [26] or cellular networks like the metabolic network [19] . The question, which fundamental mechanism leads to the emergence of scale-freedom in large networks has first been answered by the Barábasi/Albert model [5] . This model mimics the two basic mechanisms responsible for the emergence of scale-freedom: growth and preferential attachment. The basic idea is to constantly add new nodes to the network and connect these nodes to existing nodes in the network with a probability equivalent to the existing nodes' degree. This means a new node is connected to a node with high degree with a higher probability, resembling the principle the rich get richer. As a generalization of the Barábasi/Albert model Bianconi and Barábasi have presented a preferential attachment model based on fitness values assigned to each node in [6] . Another prominent fitness based model that draws edges depending on the benefit of the edge for the involved vertices has been presented by Caldarelli et al. [10] . Interestingly this model produces scale-free networks without growth and preferential attachment. A model relying on edge growth instead of node growth has been presented in [22] by Krapivski, Rodgers and Redner. In [34] , Vázquez et al. a model has been proposed that creates scale-free network by copying nodes and rewiring its edges with a certain probability. In opposite to the approaches mentioned above, this model works with local rules only. The other models require global knowledge of the network structure and rely on the random selection of network nodes for the creation of edges, which is non trivial with just local knowledge [2] . Our approach is different from those mentioned above since no global instance for the random selection of nodes is required. Rather, for the decentralized random node selection, the existence of the virtual geography in our setting is utilized. In general our approach can be classified as fitness-based model oriented on the Public Server's payloads.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a detailed analysis and evaluation of the self-organized and scale-free backbone overlay network for the HyperVerse infrastructure that has been proposed in [12] . The overlay allows for non-uniform object and avatar distribution as well as for the high avatar dynamics expected in an MMVE scenario. The world surface is distributed among the Public Servers by a Voronoi diagram, each server managing one Voronoi cell. Additionally a scale-free link structure between the network nodes is constructed in a decentralized fashion.
It has been shown that the self-organized load balancing scheme is able to handle the dynamic of the user clients and to react to the formation of hotspots by distributing the world surface accordingly. The scheme guarantees, that spots with a high object mass density are managed by the Public Servers with high payload. If a node becomes overloaded though, it is quickly unloaded by its neighbors and the overload situation is terminated.
The simulation-based analysis of the link structure generation algorithm has shown the scale-free node degree distribution of the resulting network. Moreover a low diameter as well as a short average path length have been observed. The high clustering coefficient measured shows the smallworld property of the network. Hence the network is resilient, fault tolerant and allows efficient routing, which are important criteria for the usability in a global-scale scenario. As churn simulations have shown, these properties remain as nodes join and leave the network. Additionally, the network correlation has been analyzed with the for a growing networks expected result that the overlay exhibits disassortative mixing which however can be eliminated with constant overhead using a link randomization scheme.
